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The Deltron Progress UHS System

UHS Direct Gloss / Engine Bay / Envirobase / Clearcoats / Primers

PPG

Respected Global Supplier

The PPG Group 

Founded in 1883 in Pittsburgh Ohio,

PPG Industries is a highly respected

global supplier of coatings, glass and

chemicals, employing more than 30,000

people in 21 countries worldwide.

The company has long been at the

forefront of technology in each of its

major industries. The company’s

continuing emphasis on the

development of breakthrough products

and processes, investment in highly

productive manufacturing facilities and

establishing an effective global

organisation combine to provide

customers throughout the world with

the best services and products of the

highest quality.

The company embraces the Quality

Process to fully meet customer

requirements and do things right the

first time, every time.

PPG is dedicated to continued

leadership in its businesses, and

to the fulfilment of its obligations to

customers, shareholders, employees

and the communities and nations in

which it operates.

Refinish Coatings 

When you choose PPG you benefit

from our 75 years of experience in

developing automotive coatings.

Regardless of the application, you can

expect PPG to meet or exceed the

most demanding requirements for

gloss, durability, ease of use and

compliance with European legislation. 

Indeed, today, two out of every three

cars made in Europe and North

America now use PPG technology 

and know-how, making PPG the 

motor manufacturer's choice.

The Choice of Motor Manufacturers

With the introduction of its patented

nano-technology, PPG is at the

forefront of advanced clearcoat

technology.

As the first supplier of nano-technology

to Motor Manufacturers, PPG offers the

market a durable scratch-resistant

clearcoat, which retains it’s gloss for

much longer.

CeramiClear contains nano-particles

which accumulate on the surface of 

the clearcoat, to give it a durable,

scratch-resistant glossy finish, proven 

in numerous rigorous laboratory and

road tests.





The Collision Compliant Solution

UHS Direct Gloss / Engine Bay / Envirobase / Clearcoats / Primers

With the new European VOC legislation,

it’s vital that you find a compliant

solution that supports your business

needs.

Envirobase

The fast, easy to use waterborne

basecoat that provides a perfect colour

match every time, allowing you to

comply with legislation, whilst also

maximising productivity and profitability.

Envirobase uses the very latest

waterborne technology to deliver a

basecoat system that is easy to apply.

Using normal guns and techniques,

Envirobase offers a choice of application

methods to suit individual bodyshop

needs. In addition the final light coat

application gives excellent aluminium

laydown and a consistent colour match,

whilst the ease of fade out gives an

invisible colour blend easily, every time.

• Excellent aluminium control

• Consistent colour match

• Non-stir system - tinters can simply 

be shaken before use

• E     ase of fade out gives an invisible 

colour blend easily, every time

Envirobase: the waterborne basecoat

system built around your needs.

Deltron Progress UHS Direct Gloss

Whether you are an existing UHS

Direct Gloss user or you are making the

move to a compliant solvent system for

the first time, you’ll find that the

Deltron Progress UHS DG range

supports you every step of the way. 

The first thing you’ll notice is the

outstanding opacity of the product

range. 

This means that you’ll need fewer coats,

saving you time and money together

with material savings of up to 25% over

conventional MS systems. This new

system now features a genuine 10 minute

bake option, giving you maximum

process efficiency. But the benefits don’t

stop there. The introduction of a brand

new lead free compact mixing scheme

will reduce your stockholding

requirements and you’ll also find that the

new range is easier to use. For example,

we’ve improved the gloss hold out so

that you get a high quality repair whilst

reducing the need to polish. We’ve also

improved the colour matching accuracy

of the tinters and ensured that they align

to current and future OEM trends.

• A completely new solventborne 

topcoat offer

• Works alongside Envirobase to 

provide a highly competitive system

• Compact hardener and thinner range

• OEM approved system



Clearcoats

PPG has a flexible range of premium

clearcoats to meet every requirement.

All are easy to use and are fully aligned

to OEM requirements.

• D8141: Deltron Progress UHS 

Clearcoat combines flexibility and ease

of use.

• D8137: UHS Clearcoat 

An premium, compliant and durable

clearcoat with excellent performance.

• D8105: CeramiClear

A specialist scratch resistant Clearcoat

which has been specifically designed

to match OE scratch resistant finishes.

• D8122: CeramiClear 8122

Performs to a higher level of scratch

resistance than standard market

clearcoats, without compromising on

fadeout and polishing characteristics.

Primers

To ensure the right finish, you need the

right Primer. That’s why PPG has a

flexible range of compliant primers that

are easy to use and are fully aligned to

the OEM market.

• D8010/D8017 Rapid

Greymatic Primers

Rapid Greymatic is our lead premium

surfacer. It’s easy to use and easy to

sand and gives a good topcoat

appearance.

Engine Bay

The unique new Engine Bay repair

system from PPG gives you faster

process times over conventional repair

methods, whilst still accurately

matching the original OEM colour. The

process centres around a new Engine

Bay Converter - D8011, that quickly

and easily transforms the Deltron

Progress UHS DG Scheme into an

Engine Bay System.



Complete Commercial Transport Solutions

Delfleet

Comprehensive System

Delfleet is PPG's refinish paint system

for the commercial vehicle sector.

Whether the requirement is for a simple

colour scheme or a multi-coloured livery,

Delfleet delivers exceptional durability

and gloss together with excellent

appearance. Easy to apply, Delfleet

meets the needs of both the paint shop

and fleet operator - it is the preferred

choice of many of the world’s leading

commercial vehicles manufacturers. 

As a compliant system, Delfleet also

meets the demands of European 

VOC legislation.

Customer Focus

In today’s fiercely competitive

marketplace, Delfleet offers a range of

advantages:

• Reduced process time - Delfleet is 

quick and easy to apply and is 

ideal for fleet owners who want 

attractive designs and excellent 

final appearance.

• A complete solution - Delfleet offers 

bodyshops a comprehensive painting

system that meets technical and 

warranty requirements.

• Flexibility - the Delfleet system offers 

a range of solutions to meet the needs

of an ever changing marketplace and 

delivers a competitive advantage to 

our customers.

Delfleet Colour Selector

The new Delfleet Colour Selector is

a chromatically ordered, solid colour

system that reflects PPG's strength

in colour. Comprising more than 1500

solid colour formulas, the library also

incorporates a significant number

of references for the most important

fleet colour families.

The Colour Selector is housed in a

robust, durable case that makes it ideal

for use as a mobile colour tool device.





Colour Match Quality

Colour match quality is the ultimate test

of a refinish repair. PPG excels in this

arena. As a leading supplier to the

motor manufacturers, PPG’s extensive

expertise enables us to stay on top of

emerging colour trends and evolving

motor manufacturer colour standards.

To match those standards, the well-

trained eyes of PPG's expert global

colour matchers ensure precise colour

matches for PPG refinish systems. 

PPG supports its colour matching effort

with the latest in colour match tools,

systems and technology. 

Prophet

The Prophet device combines the

collision repair industry's most advanced

spectrophotometer with the ability to

link with PPG's extensive colour formula

database. Providing a quick, accurate

way to aid in matching today's vehicles

using spectrophotometer technology.

Colour Tribe

Colour Tribe gives you access to up

to date colour information in an easy

to use CD format. Quarterly updates

ensure you’re always at the forefront of

colour knowledge.

EasyMix

EasyMix provides an easy to use

smartscale with a host of useful features

including an improved ergonomic

design, large colour screen and easy to

use interface. The system comes

complete with a range of colour formula

and management tools and connects to

a PC via a wireless network. EasyMix is

already available in most countries.

Online Colour

Online Colour offers the latest

in colour formula and information

retrieval to speed the efficiency of your

shop's paint department. This is real-

time, always-on access to our colour

database, available through

www.ppgrefinish.com

Customer Service

In addition to the local support from our

distributor networks, PPG backs up 

colour match tools and systems with

expert teams fluent in all aspects of

our colour offer, and dedicated

customer service lines in every country. 

PPG

Comprehensive Colour Support



Touchmix

Mixing paint has never been so easy.

TouchMix is a Windows computer

equipped with a touch screen, and

housed in a robust case suitable for

industrial environments. When operating

with the new touch base software, it

becomes the most powerful mixing

station ever experienced in the

bodyshop. No more need for mouse

and keyboard strokes: just simple

touches on big and easily understood

icons guide the user through mixing.

Colour Boxes

PPG is dedicated to delivering fully

comprehensive colour chip systems,

manufactured using our paint and

sprayed to maximise the accuracy

and reproducibility seen in the

bodyshop. The Variant systems are

updated three times a year, making sure

the most recent colours are always

available.



The Complete Solution

PPG offers a complete training program

with both practical and theoretical

aspects suitable to your company’s

needs. Training is an important tool to

increase the efficiency and profitability in

your day-to-day business.

PPG

Training programmes 



Make the Same Choice that the

WilliamsF1 Team made. PPG.

In the fast moving world of Formula

One, trust and  reliability is everything.

That’s why the WilliamsF1 Team chose

PPG Industries to be its paint partner

of choice.

They knew that by working with PPG

Industries, they could be assured of

being delivered quality products and

service time after time under the most

demanding circumstances. 

Our extensive product range, business

programs and training packages help

you compete with the best. So if you’re

looking for reliability and

professionalism in your paint supplier,

make the same decision as the

WilliamsF1 Team - PPG Industries.

PPG

Official Paint Supplier to the WilliamsF1           Team



PPG Scandinavia

Midtager 29

DK-2605 Brondby

Denmark

Phone: +45 4343 6566

Fax: +45 4343 8188 
E-mail: ppgscan@ppg.com

Web: www.ppgrefinish.com


